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SOLICITATION ADDENDUM 

 
Date: May 22, 2019 

Subject: Sodium Chloride (Bulk Road Salt) 
Solicitation Number: 6100048201 

Due Date/Time: May 23, 2019 @ 3:30 PM 
Addendum Number: 2 

 
 
 
 

To All Suppliers: 
 
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania defines a solicitation “Addendum” as an addition to or amendment of the 
original terms, conditions, specifications, or instructions of a procurement solicitation (e.g., Invitation for Bids 
or Request for Proposals).  
 
List any and all changes: 

 
Question:  Specifications Sodium Chloride [Bulk Road Salt] page 3 states that “pick up pricing to 
unrestricted access during normal working hours from supplier stockpiles” while page 9 states 
that “all stockpiles the supplier lists must have unrestricted access”. Please clarify what this 
means. Do you require 24/7 access to supplier stockpiles for customer pick-ups? 
Answer:  Any supplier stockpile location offered for “pickup” must have unrestricted access 
during normal working hours.  

 
Question:  When will award information be made available? 
Answer:  An NOA (Notice of Award) will be posted as soon as practical once all bids have been 
fully evaluated. 

 
Question:  Please provide the 19-20 Counties renewal prices and tonnages that did not participate 
in the bid. 
Answer:  This information will be publicly posted to our eMarketplace website in the form of a 
change notice at a later date. 

 
Question:  Hampden TWP in Cumberland County is listed for 0 tons, is this correct?  
Answer: Yes, Hampden TWP will be removed from the final award.  
 
Question: Union TWP in Tioga County is listed for 0 tons, is this correct?  
Answer:  Yes, Union TWP will be removed from the final award. 
 
Question: Marlborough TWP in Montgomery County is listed for 0 tons, is this correct?  
Answer: Due to unforeseen communication issues with Marlborough TWP, this information will 
be provided to the awarded vendor of Montgomery County as soon as it becomes available.  
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Question:  For DOT points that renewed and DOT points that went out to bid, are the tons shared 
cumulatively between the two (renewed and bidding), or are the tons shared separately (in regard 
to minimum and maximum purchase obligations)? 
Answer: Cumulatively 

 
Question:  For COSTAR points that renewed and COSTAR points that went out to bid, are the 
tons shared cumulatively between the two (renewed and bidding), or are the tons shared 
separately (in regard to reaching 100% as a whole [rather than each entity reaching 140%] for 
maximum purchase obligations)? 
Answer: Cumulatively 

             Question: If we no bid a county would you prefer we list the no bid as a “zero” or type “no bid”  
             Answer: Either one is fine 
 

Question: In your excel file – cell F31 is not totaling the extended price…it looks like it is 
drawing from E31, if we don’t enter a value in this cell it won’t populate F31 

             Answer:  Disregard/Ignore/leave blank line 31/F31.  It has no bearing on award.                 
 

Question: If a vendor has multiple pricings in the column E – Cells E5 through E30 … what value 
should be entered (or total) into E31 – is E31 supposed to generate an average price for the bid? 

             Answer: Disregard/ignore/leave blank line 31 and E31.  It has no bearing on award. 
 
 

 
Respectfully, 
 
Name:  Jean Halbleib 
Title:  Commodity Specialist 
Phone:  717-346-8188 
Email:   jhalbleib@pa.gov 


